Phase 3 campaign report
November 2020 – January 2021

Commissioned by:
West Yorkshire and Harrogate Health
and Care Partnership
Area coverage:
West Yorkshire and Harrogate
Population 2.7m
Campaign activity:
16th November 2020 –15th January 2021
Campaign budget:
£8k excluding VAT

‘Looking out for our neighbours’ is a social marketing
campaign that aims to prevent loneliness and its
associated health issues by encouraging communities
to look after vulnerable people thus reducing demand
on health and care services through early help and
preventing ill health. The campaign aims to inspire
communities to engage in simple activities and microwellbeing interventions that will positively impact on their
neighbours.
‘Looking out for our neighbours’ brand and awareness
currently exists, gaining wide recognition across the region
following its launch in 2019.
So this phase of the campaign took a predominantly
digital and content marketing approach to amplify this.

Campaign delivered by:
Magpie (wearemagpie.com)
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‘Looking out for our
neighbours’ phase three

To respond to a growing sense of pressure, anxiety and distress as well as the
potential huge demand for services during winter, we designed this phase of
the campaign to provide:

1.

• Rich content marketing through four episodes of a new online reality series
‘Our Neighbours’ which captured real life social/role models that people can
relate to. The video documentary series included acts of kindness, practical
tips, relatable stories and engaging content.

Improve mental health, reduce
anxiety and encourage mental
resilience (especially relating to the
recession and lockdown).

2. Encourage individuals to look after
themselves (a slight shift to get
people thinking about their own
wellbeing so they are in a better place
to look out for others).

• A new page on the website listing support services across WY&H.
• A social media advertising campaign to encourage people across WY&H to
watch the new content linking to support services on the website.

To make the most of the £8k budget, we recommended that all activity was
condensed to just one month. However, to capture both the festive season
and new year, the campaign was delivered across November – January and
goodwill investment was provided by the agency.

Budget breakdown:
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Item

Spend

Recruitment to and filming of ‘Our neighbours’ episodes

£2,000

Video edits of ‘Our neighbours’ adverts and episodes

£3,180

Web page updates and support services section development

£1,200

Email marketing to database and creation of social assets x 4

£1,600

Social media ad spend (Facebook £785 and YouTube £508.39)

£1,293

Campaign management, coordination, meetings and reports

£3,500

Total value of work delivered:

£12,773+VAT

Total invoiced:

£8,000+VAT

‘Looking out for our
neighbours’ phase three

Since the first campaign launched,
‘Looking out for our neighbours’ has
been following the Magpie framework
for behaviour change which has evolved
from the transtheoretical stages of
change. This exists to strengthen
engagement and self efficacy through
targeted and relevant communications
strategically designed around each stage
of change.
Phase three of ‘Looking out for our
neighbours’ adopts stage 4 (promote
positive experiences) and stage 5
(remind and encourage) to inspire
more action and maintained action,
building upon the strength of the
previous two campaigns.
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Key highlights

2,905
visits to the campaign
website (Avg. £0.44 per
click based on ad spend)

91,881
people reached with
Facebook content

115,681

8,153

people reached across
Facebook and YouTube
ad content

Engagements: clicks, likes,
comments and shares of
Facebook content

23,800
people reached on
YouTube with content
viewed 27,900 times

494
people used the
new support services
webpage

Support page: A new addition to the website

Mapping of support
resources across WY&H
The new support page was
created as a one stop shop to
existing services across all
areas. This asset can now be
used for future campaigning.
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Facebook advert and
content performance
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Summary of Facebook post performance (paid and organic)

11
posts

91,881
people reached

8,153
Engagements
(clicks, likes
and shares)
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Ad performance summaries
Ad 1: 16 November

Ad 2: 24 November

Ad 3: 30 November

Ad 4: 14 December

Reach age demographic

Reach age demographic

Reach age demographic

Reach age demographic

£100 spend returned

£100 spend returned

£100 spend returned

£100 spend returned

13,676 people reached
468 engagements
15 shares
31 likes/loves
213 clicks to website
£0.47 cost per link click

13,129 people reached
476 engagements
2 shares
14 likes/loves
1 comment
222 clicks to website
£0.45 cost per link click

14,708 people reached
254 engagements
2 shares
7 likes/loves
1 comment
165 clicks to website
£0.61 cost per link click

9,322 people reached
1,256 engagements
3 shares
9 likes/loves
2 comments
164 clicks to website
£0.61 cost per link click
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Ad performance summaries
Ad 5: 22 December

Ad 6: 22 December

Ad 7: 07 January

Ad 8: 14 December

Reach age demographic

Reach age demographic

Reach age demographic

Reach age demographic

£135 spend returned

£100 spend returned

£50 spend returned

£100 spend returned

19,643 people reached
881 engagements
23 shares
38 likes/loves
11 comments
383 clicks to website
£0.35 cost per link click

17,501 people reached
tbc engagements
2 shares
5 likes/loves
1 comment
245 clicks to website
£0.41 cost per link click

3,050 people reached
588 engagements
2 shares
24 likes/loves

8,763 people reached
986 engagements
99 shares
380 likes/loves
13 comments
24 clicks to website
£4.10 cost per link click
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Most discussed and shared post
This empathetic and timely post from 13 January

8,763 people reached

sparked the most conversation and highest number of

986 engagements

shares, although didn’t receive the highest number of

99 shares

web hits. It resonated more with those over 55.

380 likes/loves
13 comments
24 clicks to website
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YouTube advert and
content performance
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Summary of YouTube post performance (paid and organic)

20
videos

23,800
viewers
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Summary of YouTube post performance (paid and organic)

20
videos

23,800
viewers
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Overall YouTube reach summary
YouTube overall age and gender demographics:

Saturation by geography
Around 97% of the reach was to those living in WY&H thanks to
demographic profiling. Leeds, Bradford, Halifax, Castleford,
Pontefract and Wakefield had the most engaged audiences.
Most popular times of day for YouTube viewers:
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Ad performance summaries
Ad 1: 22 November

Ad information

4,573/58% male
3.259/42% female

Ad 2: 26 November

Ad 3: 22 December

Ad information

Ad information

1,164/53% male
1.015/47% female

£100 spend returned

£50 spend returned

8,350 views
22,600 impressions

2,190 views
6,020 impressions

NOTE: 4 x YouTube ads were declined due to COVID/political content
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4,281/56% male
3,412/44% female

£150 spend returned
8,150 views
23,400 impressions

Ad 4: 22 December

Ad information

4,815/58% male
3,542/42% female

£150 spend returned
8,740 views
24,700 impressions

Campaign observations
and recommendations
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Observations and recommendations

Observations
•

The reach and number of viewers of content were high.
Conversions to the website appear to be low, however
primary intention was to expose audiences to the
content in order to build resilience as opposed to
generating clicks to the website.

•

Visits to the campaign support page could be
improved.

•

Having real relatable neighbours in the content was
successful and those involved said it increased their
wellbeing immensely.

•

The campaign did a good job in attracting ‘people like
me’ via the subjects used in advertising vs
demographic reach.

•

The campaign content engaged a higher percentage
of male audiences which has been more challenging in
past campaigns.

•

YouTube was more effective for engaging younger
audiences (compared to Facebook).

•

The budget was subsidised heavily by time in kind and
needs to be reviewed moving forward.

•

Campaign partners/organisations were less engaged
due to the challenges of COVID-19.
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Recommendations
The overall docu-series format worked as a way of engaging
audiences in the content however more could be done with bigger
ad spend, less inhibiting overall campaign budget and the
recruitment of additional younger participants would attract more
younger audiences.
The partner database would benefit from being cleansed and
updated and growing due to roles changing and shifting as a
result of COVID-19.
Coupling future video adverts with a thought-provoking or topical
animated/image-based ad will attract a wider audience.
A campaign focussing on WY&H support services and linking to
the support page on the website would help more audiences
reach these.
Budget didn’t allow for an impact evaluation and the campaign
didn’t seek to find stories during this phase but future investment
could support this.
Editing and remarketing of existing content could help reach new
people. Continuing the series and growing the content, so it is
always relevant, is advised.

Potential evolution: Looking out for… personalised promises

Recommendation: Localised promises
Bradford Council and CCG commissioned a campaign adaptation that
encourages users to personalise who they are looking out for. ‘Looking out
for… Bradford District & Craven’ is a campaign page hosted on the
ourneighbours.org.uk website that includes videos of locals making their
‘Looking out for…’ promise (filmed at the same time as filming for the phase
three episodes). This pilot campaign has just started but has potential for
future roll out across all CCG locations as part of the WY&H Health and Care
Partnership to inspire action and capture evaluation data.
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For more information:
Karen Coleman
karen.coleman21@nhs.net

